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Our Brand
We are TIMMY T GROUP (TTG) a creative digital

and management global services firm that operates

under Accessalot Holdings. We provide our clients

with access to seamless digital assets, insights and

experiences that enrich lives and build business

success, depending on the project, our

relationships span from consulting and strategy to

user experience and visual design, to full-stack

digital development solutions. 

We build quality marketing websites, large scale e-

commerce websites, and custom web products for

small to medium businesses.  We also develop

customer acquisition assets that deliver real profits.

We start by aligning your business goals with

expert strategy and best practices. We bring it to

life with high-quality performance marketing

programs whether it’s through affiliate marketing,

organic search, paid marketing, or other channels.

Our goal is to bring you more customers, greater

sales and faster growth for your organization



Our Vision
& Mission

Our Vision

To be the ultimate solution to our clients' challenges

by exceeding expectations for every artistic solution

we deliver, enabling companies and individuals to

achieve greater success.

Our Mission 

To build and provide effective digital and

management development solutions using expertise,

ability, knowledge, experience, and technology in a

versatile, high-trust learning environment that is

centered on doing great work for our clients.



Our Global
Team

Having a distributed team is very important to us.

First and foremost, it allows us to hire the most

talented team members, without having to narrow

our focus by location. That’s huge! It means we can

get the best person for the role, not the best person

within a certain radius. And we don’t lose team

members if they move to a new city or state. It also

keeps our costs lower. And it means we can be

responsive to our clients, whichever time zone

they’re in since we have team members across the

globe. As we know that the world is quickly moving

towards more flexible working arrangements and

that professionals will value more and more the

ability to work from home, or from anywhere in the

world!



Our
Company

Culture

Our entire culture and business are founded on the

remote principal we encourage flexibility, work-life

balance, and employee experience. We believe in

what we call “the Virtuous Cycle.” What that means

is, when our employees are happy and are given

the tools and flexibility they need to do their jobs, in

turn, our clients will be happy with the experience

they receive from us. Empowered workers lead to

empowered clients. Flexibility is a key component

of a successful virtuous cycle.

At TTG leadership is a role for everyone we

encourage leaders to set the tone, communicate

goals, and to drive goal execution to ensure client

success. At TTG we want you to set the bar for

performance through your behaviour and actions.

We expect enthusiasm for the accomplishment of

challenging goals and demonstrate how to

overcome hurdles that can get in the way of team

execution. For example, If Team Leader works hard

to exceed sales goals or learn a new process will

inspire their collegues to do the same.



At TTG we share two-way feedback mechanisms,

training that promotes idea generation, and

leadership that encourages employees to take

ownership in the everyday performance of their

roles.   We recognize that people need to focus on

continually upgrading their skills and knowledge to

sustain long-term performance. Instead of

occasionally introducing off-the-shelf training, we

evaluate employee development needs and

identify clear pathways for ongoing growth and

learning. We provide leadership development to

harnesses the talent and passion of high-potential

employees and ensures the sustainability of a high-

performance culture.

At TTG we ensure that leaders of high-performance

teams motivate team members and inspire them to

give their best to the projects at hand. We are both

cheerleader and coach, creating an environment

where employees feel engaged and inspired. In

setting goals and giving feedback, we are leaders

in a high-performance culture therefore we

communicate clear, measurable, and action-

oriented goals. We also communicate with

empathy and give feedback that builds trust and

encourages our employees to perform to their

potential.

At TTG we approach change as an opportunity,

rather than just an obstacle to be overcome. We

are not afraid to rethink our strategy or reinvent

jobs, work practices, or other internal processes to

achieve results. We plan for and embrace change

and leverage it to spur innovation to ensure  that all

our clients are growing and successful.



Our Key
Drives

High-Performance

Client Success



Extreme
Ownership

Constant
Improvement



Our Core
Values

What we want
to embody in
our actions

Honesty
and Integrity



Passion and
Creativity

Respect and
Collaboration

Innovation &
Sustainability



How We
Work

With Care

With Creativity



With Purpose

With Positivity
With Energy



We Listen

Our
Client

Approach 

At TTG we know that every business is different.

We want to understand your business, what you've

been doing, your customers and, most importantly,

what your goals are. We'll listen carefully to what

you need to ensure that we know what direction to

go in. 

At TTG before we do anything, we ensure that we

understand what's currently happening, we

highlight the strengths and weaknesses, and devise

a plan of attack. We don't go to war without a well

crafted strategy that will bring results. 

We Prepare



We Report
At TTG we've always said, "If you aren't measuring,

are you even marketing?". Gone are the days of not

being able to measure performance. We provide

detailed and insightful reporting to show you your

gains and where there is room for improvement.

The very nature of marketing, whatever form it

might be, requires nurturing. Marketing is not linear

but rather a reflection on the past to better the

future and this is the very approach we take. We're

constantly reviewing what has been done and the

results thereof. At TTG we're always on the look out

for new ways and trends to improve your business. 

We Improve

At TTG we're a hands on team in every solution we

offer. We get things done! We'll get our hands dirty

while executing our carefully crafted plan of action,

improving your weaknesses and doubling down on

your strengths to improve your marketing strategy.

We Execute



Keep in Mind
We won't promise you something we can't deliver

on. We won't pretend to be something we're not.

Therefore be rest assured that at TTG we only

promise what we can achieve. 

We will deliver on our promises, and manage your

expectations each step of the way. If we think

you're about to make a mistake, we'll be honest

with you, even if it costs us the job. Because we

want only the best for your business. 

Remember This

At TTG we know and we understand how important

communication and support is, therefore we don't

do the task and leave you alone but we ensure

constant support so that you keep your

performance up-to-date.

We Support



Inbound Marketing 

Why Us

At TTG, we’re all about the results. We uncover who your market is, how to engage them using content, driving traffic to your site through search, social and other

tactics, and then we convert them into paying customers. It’s about creating a online experience that transforms users into followers, customers into ambassadors.

We do this by listening to you, understanding your target audience, and putting our extensive online knowledge to work on a plan that will improve your business goals

and change the way you think about the potential of the internet.



Adwords & PPC

Why US

At TTG we have been delivering best-in-class search, display, and video campaigns to our clients for over 10 years. We build our AdWords campaigns within your

master account, giving you full administrative access, transparency, and control. We're here to deliver the highest quality traffic to your site, and ensure you're seeing a

true return on your investment.

We employ a wide range of tools and skills to develop a comprehensive strategy to meet your digital acquisition goals.



Business Consulting 

Why US

We've been helping businesses for over 10 years, both here in this community and internationally. We know the landscape, we know your market, and we understand

your industry and we have the right technologies to help you succeed.

Each of our consultants has an advanced degree, skill and talent in their field, and at least ten years of experience actually working in that field. This marriage of theory

and practice is critical to our strategic approach. Combined, our consultants have over 100 years of hands-on problem-solving expertise behind them. That's a lot of

problems, and even more solutions.



Integrated Marketing 

Why US

Our creative and disciplined team includes experts in PR, design, advertising, media, and all things digital. We build your specialized strategy on our integrated

marketing philosophy of sincere, authentic relationship building and setting manageable and measurable goals. It's simple - we mean what we say, and we deliver what

we promise.  We been delivering best-in-class digital marketing services to our clients for over 10 years and our tried and true methodologies will attract high quality

traffic to your site through content that's valuable to your target audience. Our world-class conversion optimization techniques ensure all digital marketing tactics used

will deliver true return on your investment. We live and breathe the art and science of marketing. We like facts and figures, but we also like to have fun. And we know

you can have it both ways.



Branding & Identity  

Why US

Our team of brand strategists combine business, marketing, communications, and design thinking to develop meaningful, differentiated, and authentic brands for

companies big and small, start-ups or stalwarts. We don't just come up with what’s cool; we craft the message your customers want to hear and one that you can

deliver on. We’ve seen firsthand how the power of brand can elevate a company from a commodity to a valued partner; how it can rescue a business from the trenches

of an impossible-to-win price war, and how it can motivate employees and customers alike to become full-fledged fans. We develop the tools and show you how to

use them. The rest is up to you.



SEO Retainer 

Why US

At TTG, we not only believe in the power of SEO, we understand it. It’s not the ‘black art’ you may have heard it described as by naysayers and novices. SEO is a science

and like all scientists, we’re constantly conducting experiments, staying abreast of the latest research and best of all, none of it involved scary white lab coats or testing

on adorable bunny rabbits. The SEO retainer allows us to be an extension of your marketing team not just once a month but full time because the last we checked, the

internet is open 24/7.



Web Copywriting 

Why US

Not to name drop or anything but here at TTG, we like to quote a Mr. Bill Gates (maybe you’ve heard of him?) in saying “Content is king”. We believe it, we understand it,

and we see the significant difference the right content makes for our clients. Our team of SEO and online strategy specialists, combined with our team of crackerjack

writers have been putting the power back in power words for clients from a cross section of industries and we will do the same for you. 



Video Production 

Why US

At TTG we use stories to make your business come alive. We transform your product or service from a one-dimensional commodity in the mind of your target audience

into a three-dimensional solution that they can connect with, that they can imagine using in their own lives, that they can imagine not being able to live without. Video

done right can make your business unforgettable. We do video right by understanding your business, your business goals and your target audience. Then we decide the

best kind of storytelling that will resonate with that audience. It could be documentary-style, humorous, or emotional. It may star you, actors, your customers or a

spokesperson. It’s all about finding the right way in so you get the most out of your investment.



Social Media Strategy

Why US

We’re social people. Beyond getting invited to lots of parties, we understand how you can translate what may seem like the frivolous online interaction of your

customers into engaging with them in a way that makes your brand more meaningful. We know who is where, what they’re doing, and the best ways you can interact

with them because we have the right technologies to monitor. It’s like knowing the dress code for every occasion, the right wine to bring to dinner, and whether a rom-

com or a thriller is the best choice for movie night. You don’t want to crash their party, you want to be on the top of their VIP list. This is how we will tailor your Social

Media strategy by  knowing what works best for your audience and your business. 



Market Research 

Why US

At TTG, we are aware of the sensitivity and constant behavioral changes of the consumers and we're curious. We want to know who's buying, why they're buying, and

where they're buying. Our passion is discovering the hidden motives behind every consumer decision, and helping you interpret that intelligence to search out

customers and drive sales.

Your customers and clients can't hide from us. We combine the latest technologies with good old-fashioned common sense to track them down so you can reel them in

so that you can better target and serve your consumers better than your competitors. 



Website Support
Retainer

Why US

Here at TTG, we love building great websites for our clients but just as important to us is making sure those websites continue to function and prosper. It's a bit like hiring

a landscaper to build you a gorgeous garden and then have them keep the lawn mowed, the beds weeded, and the bushes trimmed. And since we’re experts at

building high-functioning, compelling websites, we’re also experts in keeping them that way. Best of all, we’re here to answer your questions and help you deal with any

issues that may arise from hosting to HTML.



Graphic Design

Why US

Graphic design is about much more than logos, business cards, colours, and fonts. These decisions are important, but the best graphic design rises above the details to

invite your audience into a relationship with you. We’re quirky. We’re creative. We’re fun. We combine years of experience in the graphic design field with a certain

innocent contemporary feel and look that allows us to craft fresh design with simplicity and retro feel. Our specialties include visual branding and design for the

television entertainment, small appliance, and consumer electronics industries and all the commercial designs. 



Content Marketing 

Why US

TTG is one of the brand that truly understand and deploy content marketing for retail businesses. We have a deep understanding of the shift required when you move

from a storefront focus to an online focus, and we've helped hundreds of businesses make that shift-without losing the value of personal customer service. Content

marketing "our way" is simple, painless, and easily integrated into your existing marketing and communication strategies. You have amazing stories to tell and

knowledge to share. Our job is to make sure the right people are getting the message when they need it.



IT Solutions 

Why US

At TTG, we appreciate the trust you put in us when you hand us the keys to your IT kingdom. We've earned that trust from hundreds of clients in dozens of industries,

and we know we can earn it from you.  Our consultants are strategic thinkers with years of experience in both IT and business. We do our homework, and make sure we

understand your business goals before working with you to set technology goals.  Our specialty is custom-made solutions for how you work, sell, and grow. We think

this is important, because at the end of the day, IT is about people, not computers. TTG focuses on your IT so you can focus on your business growth. Our experienced

consultants work with you to guide your technology strategies, helping you align them with your business and process strategies. We provide strategic, architectural,

operational, and implementation planning for all your IT needs.



Agency Project
Management 

Why US

Project management is a specialized discipline. It's planning, running, monitoring, and controlling a project from start to finish. It's the processes, methods, knowledge,

skills, and experience you need to meet the objectives of a time-limited undertaking.  TTG specializes in partnering with companies to meet their project targets and

goals. We get you from point A to point B, as smoothly and painlessly as possible.

Our experts hail from many different backgrounds, including real estate development, sales and marketing, software and IT, and design. We make it our business to

study and incorporate the art and science of professional project management into everything we do.



Business Investment 

Why US

Choosing your financial business advisor is one of the most important decisions you will ever make - for your own future and for the future of your children. TTG

Business Investment  offers strategic investment advice, realistic budget planning, and creative solutions to help you invest for tomorrow while enjoying today.

With one child in university and two more in high school, now is the time to review your financial goals. You want an business advisor who takes the time to listen and

speaks to you in language you can understand. You communicate your objectives, goals, and the risk level you're comfortable with. We do the rest by presenting to you

the available business investments in the  market of where you can secure your children's future.  You work hard for your money.  With a diversified and optimized

portfolio we  ensure short- and long-term sustainability and growth. 



Business Up-skill  Workshop 

Why US

TTG represents experts in a vast range of fields and sectors especially in the digital field. We work with our strategic partners to bring you the very best workshops to

develop and support your people and help your organization thrive.   Our philosophy is simple: We assess your organization's specific learning requirements and

customize workshops that fill gaps and build on what you're already doing well. Our workshop leaders know their topics inside out, and they all have certifications in

adult learning.  Say goodbye to boring workshops that don't bring results. Participants consistently rate our sessions high for interactivity, effectiveness, and fun.



Web Design & Development 

Why US

At TTG, we’re all about the experience. We design simple, compelling, and functional websites that make it easy for users to quickly find exactly what they’re looking for

when they arrive at your site and then convert them into paying customers. It’s about creating a online experience that transforms users into followers, customers into

ambassadors.

We do this by listening to you, understanding your target audience, and putting our extensive online knowledge to work on a plan that will improve your business goals

and change the way you think about the potential of the internet.

Oh, and if you’re wondering, we’re mobile first. It’s not just the way of the future. It’s the way of right now.



Influencer Marketing 

Why US

 Influencer marketing is a powerful and effective strategy because of the high amount of trust that influencers have built up with their following, and recommendations

about your brand or product serve as a form of social proof to your brand’s potential customers. At TTG we will showcase your brand to millions of followers via

sponsored YouTube videos. We also partner with top YouTube influencers to drive social media engagement and ROI for your brand and we also specialise in

sponsored Instagram campaigns. We’re experts in developing creative, strategic Instagram campaigns for your brand by partnering with top-performing Instagram

influencers.

Now, do you have the product to sell or introduce to the market? do you have an App to launch? We can help you put it in front of millions of potential customers today!



Tax and Compliance 

Why US

We offer broad range of fully integrated tax services and tailored signature tax solutions and insights that span across business tax, indirect tax, cross-border taxes and

global employer services designed to work for your business needs. Our Tax specialists are well informed and understands the nuances of regulations, the importance

of deep industry knowledge and the growing role of technology experience.  Whether you need help with a company tax return or a tax consultant, We have a team of

Tax preparation specialist waiting to ensure that your business or individual taxes are in order.



OUR GROUP OF COMPANIES



Global Family 

Remote
Experience THANK YOU &

WELCOME TO

High Performance Zone
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